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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
Kickstarter-Funded Inklings Baby Infant Novel and Toy Series Releases  

Additional Characters ahead of Toy Fair NY 2020 
New Jersey Entrepreneurs Bring to Market Forward-Thinking, Gender-Neutral 

Characters that Embrace Imagination and Creativity 

 

January 7th, 2020 (Ironia, NJ) –  Inklings Baby, a New Jersey-based, majority-women owned & 

part-LGBTQ+ owned company focused on quirky, soft toys and infant novels, announces the 

release of its next two characters in the series with the launch of Billy & Wobby the Wild Eared 

Wala and Sofia & Gus the Toothy Tusked Rus. The original 2018 Kickstarter project Evie & Ollie 

the Oddball Oddbird and the Ollie plush toy was funded after successfully reaching and 

exceeding the company’s Kickstarter goal of $20,000. All three characters and board books are 

available now at www.inklingsbaby.com. 

 

Inspired by the imaginary friends they had growing up during the 80s, the Inklings team drew 

upon their professional expertise and a bit of nostalgia to unite and create a modern infant 

brand with a strong message for new generations.  

 

The concept of Inklings came about after the Danchises had their daughter, Evie, and their 

friends realized that today’s toys are very segmented towards gender and rather boring. Inklings 

come from the idea that a tiny spark in a child's imagination can create something wonderful 

and unique. The stories that accompany each Inkling show how a single spark can create an 

offbeat and caring, imaginary best friend.  



 “We believe that gender-specific toys are completely outdated and that's why we designed 

Inklings with every child in mind. We became tired of seeing basic stuffed animals everywhere, 

since we couldn’t find what we wanted, we just created it instead.  We wanted to design 

something cool and original that would make people look twice. We were made to be individuals 

and our stuffed toys should be too.” 

 

Defying generations old stereotypes that pink is for girls and blue is for boys, Inklings are 

genderless. The soft plush toys are a mix of vibrant colors and patterns with a super cozy body, 

signature large googly eyes, natural color soft burlap and a rattle.  

 

Through the fun design and silly strangeness of the characters, the Inklings books show 

importance of imagination, being open-minded and being an individual.  The books can also be 

used as a tool for parents and caregivers to address the topic of imaginary friends.   

 

Infant novels retail for $9.99. The soft toys are available for $24.99. Purchase both for the 

bundled price of $30 at www.inklingsbaby.com.  

 

 


